**Program/Degree/Certificate:** Photography

**Today’s Date:** 01/22/19

**What does the department think it can do to improve teaching and learning?**

1. Make sure that all part-time instructors are informed of the efforts being made by the college around equity and how that directly impact what we do in Photography and in our individual classrooms.

**What help or resources are needed from the college to improve teaching and learning?**

1. Continued funding for workshops specific to our industry for faculty to remain current with the technological changes taking place in our industry. This is evidenced by the tremendous success of the workshop held the week before with Dan Burkholder.

**What are top priorities for improvement?**

1. Consistency in the content being taught in our foundational course.
2. Workshops specific to our industry for faculty to remain current with the technological changes taking place in our industry.

**How will department implement those priorities?**

1. A discussion on how we should be approaching the content in Photo 60A will occur in the fall of 2019.
2. Apply once again for CTE funding for an on-campus workshop.

**Provide timeline.**

1. Fall 2019
2. Fall 2019

**Previous/ongoing actions or plans implemented (Refer to previous DAA form).**

1. Assessments from the previous semester will be reviewed in fall, 2019.

**Goals met, changes made or evidence of improvement.**

1. Two new courses approved for fall 2019: Photo 90W and 93.